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Introduction
A Storied Hemisphere

Aisha Khan

More than a quarter of a century ago Talal Asad called for scholars to dis-
pense with the convention of approaching Islam in terms of “a fixed cast of 
Islamic dramatis personae, enacting a predetermined story,” and instead to 
understand that the coherence of “the world of Islam is essentially ideologi-
cal, a discursive representation” (Asad 1986: 10–11). Although scholars have 
come a long way in challenging essentialist representations of peoples and 
groups, our interventions have not come close to eliminating public sphere 
stereotypes of fixed casts of characters and predetermined stories, including 
those about Muslims and Islam.
 This is a book about Muslims as they craft Islam in the New World of the 
Americas. It is a collection in which the authors encourage cross-cultural 
comparison through probing and challenging key presumptions about this 
religious tradition and its practitioners. We are not interested in Islam merely 
as an end in itself, a given traced from one place to another in the form of mi-
gration, diaspora, genealogical or kindred spirit, or conspiratorial alien. Our 
hope is to foster a better appreciation of the ways in which Islam becomes as 
well as is, as Muslims (however they may be defined) and those who are not 
Muslims (however they may be defined) bring Islam to bear on assertions of 
personhood, contestations of personhood, and the construction of this reli-
gious tradition as it serves community-building projects—whether neighbor-
hood, national, or transnational.
 As the chapters in this volume attest, Islam makes its presence felt in both 
direct and oblique ways; its definition and significance are matters of inter-
pretation that vary with the historical moment, particular relations of power, 
social formation, and Zeitgeist. Islam’s relationship with the West consists 
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not of mutually exclusive categories hypothetically repelling each other but, 
rather, a relationship of interlacing encounters that are both face to face and 
fantasized. These and other considerations challenge standard images of Islam 
in the popular Western imagination, yet the reiteration of certain themes of 
mutual exclusivity persist. Still resonant are the stereotypical and allegedly ad-
versarial dichotomies of Islam’s patriarchy versus the West’s gender equality; 
Islam’s terrorism versus the West’s rational democracy; Islam’s destructive dis-
cord versus the West’s reasoned forms of protest; Islam’s parochialism versus 
the West’s cosmopolitanism; Islam’s inertia versus the West’s advancement; 
Islam’s traditionalism versus the West’s modernity.
 The project of this volume is to explore Islam in the West and the degrees 
to which that suggests Islam of the West: its multiple creations as an object of 
study, its modes of expression in local vernacular terms, and its development 
over time and territory. The idea is to explore simultaneously lived experience 
and the ways it is codified into its own subject matter, by both participants 
and observers, in Muslim minority societies (Kettani 1986) that emerged 
out of Western projects (notably Euro-colonialism) yet that have circuitous 
and uneven as well as distinctive connections to Western worldviews, pasts, 
and political economies. The challenge this presents is to consider relatively 
small populations located throughout the Americas, who have enjoyed com-
paratively little formal documentation and in some cases long but interrupted 
histories, significant cultural transformations, and consistent and animated 
debate about those transformations. At the same time, Islam’s “whole”—its 
substance and its symbolism—is greater than the sum of its parts: its his-
tory, heterogeneity, geographical range, and the apprehensive imagery long 
associated with it from the Western gaze transcend Muslim individuals and 
communities of practitioners. Arif Dirlik puts it nicely when he reminds us 
that religion “comes in packages, one might suggest, that contain other so-
cial, political, and cultural anxieties and aspirations” (Dirlik 2003: 163). Our 
charge must include exploring how to understand what creates this whole and 
the cultural, social, and political implications it may have for individuals and 
communities.
 In a good deal of contemporary discourse on Islam, “Islam is portrayed 
as inherently violent and Muslims are portrayed as desperately incapable of 
separating religion and politics” (Cesari 2010: 2). These sorts of separations, 
however, are indicative of the socially constructed categorization of human 
experience (“religion,” “politics”), rather than a demonstration of inherent 
distinctions between them. It is simply a triumphalist discourse to claim the 
ability to know the difference between what is “religious” and what is “po-
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litical” when the alleged inability to make such distinctions is equated with 
backwardness and destruction. Yet as short-hand encapsulations of complex 
processes, such binary models are tenacious. A provocative suggestion for 
this tenacity lies in the comment by Haideh Moghissi, Saeed Rahnema, and 
Mark J. Goodman about the “enormous psychological power” that is exerted 
by such ideological oppositions, which present “a shimmering seduction: a 
permanent enemy” (2009: 13). The basic appeal of enmity can be debated, 
but the seductiveness of symbols is precisely their interpretive malleability; a 
fill-in-the-blank kind of power may be the greatest power of all.
 In exploring the categorical boundaries of “Muslim” and “Islam,” the case 
studies in this book address Kambiz Ghaneabassiri’s critique that existing 
scholarship on Islam in the Americas has focused more on how Muslims are 
getting on than how they have shaped history (Ghaneabassiri 2010: 4). Each 
chapter in this volume presents Muslims as creative actors participating in 
the making of the societies of which they are a part. None approaches Islam 
at face value, as anything less than always and necessarily subject to debate 
and flux, nor Muslims as predictable or uniform subjects. The coverage is not 
comprehensive, nor is it meant to be. Research on Islam in this hemisphere 

Fig. 1.1. “Islam Pou Lape, Viv ansanm pou lape” (Islam for peace, live together for peace). 
Painted by the group Islam Pou Lape, Port-au-Prince, Haiti, June 2013. Photo courtesy 
Katherine Smith. proof
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reveals clear emphases and gaps in the subject matter, with the gaps far out-
numbering the emphases. The collection reflects each contributor’s particular 
research interests and sites of study, the availability of archival material, the 
accessibility of ethnographic material, and the empirical concentrations of 
Muslim populations (e.g., the Caribbean) or the symbolic “hot spots” of Islam 
irrespective of Muslim demographics (e.g., the United States). But compre-
hensive coverage would not be possible even if we aspired to it. For one thing, 
despite the relative paucity that continues to characterize scholarly research 
on Islam in this hemisphere, there is nevertheless far too much material for 
one volume. For another, “total coverage” necessarily implies finite and fixed 
criteria for defining a given subject. Among the intended lessons of this book 
is that we must unfailingly query our accepted epistemological criteria and, 
through what I call creative skepticism, push beyond our certainties. The point 
of scholarly endeavor should be to embrace the discomposure that can pro-
pel intellectual curiosity, not warm to the contentedness that reassures us we 
are right. Although the contributors do not individually echo my sentiments 
precisely or in unison, together their analyses should push readers not only to 
want to learn more about any given subject matter but also to think about why 
certain questions and issues arise and how they are constituted.
 We do not provide a single theoretical approach or necessarily similar 
analytical conclusions. These studies and the scholars who conducted them 
are featured for their diversity: they are interdisciplinary, geographically dis-
persed, temporally wide-ranging, and written from religious commitment as 
well as from secular orientations. We do, however, mean to illustrate the wide, 
and perhaps unexpected, array of conditions of possibility that can lead to the 
emergence and unfolding of the ways Muslims embrace Islam and the ways 
that Islam can be both project and projection of—at times contentious—as-
pirations. Thus a baseline premise of the volume is that Islam is a discursive 
tradition (Asad 1993) that engages culture, religious discourse, class, gender, 
race, and realpolitik, through which Muslims and non-Muslims create identi-
ties of self and other, belonging and estrangement.
 The scholarly literature on Muslims and Islam in North America has been 
growing exponentially, especially in the years since the attacks on September 
11, 2001. However, in other parts of the hemisphere these communities—
their assorted histories, cultures, ethnicities, and forms of religious identifica-
tion—remain, in comparison, little studied. The important question of what 
topics enjoy formal study is not limited to Muslims and Islam; other signifi-
cant New World populations also remain under-researched, such as Arab im-
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